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Overview of Journey so far
 We have identified and organised a suitable ‘Local Content’ partner for our Oil activities
in Ghana with whom we will Joint Venture by end of April 2019. This is key to pursuing
our target oil assets in-country.
 Remus Coin Launch date fixed to 22nd April 2019. Work on the coin platform and
exchange will be concluded by end of March 2019. Investors will receive their electronic
wallets with instructions 2 weeks before the launch. Price at launch held at $4.25/coin.
 Remus is also pleased to announce we have begun the journey to our Joint Venture in
Kenya with NOCK – The National Oil Company – we would wish to have this concluded
by end of April 2019.
 Being effectively ‘Third World’ nations, Remus has faced some significant challenges with
particular infrastructure of digital communications in our targeted African countries
which has delayed active progress of our unique ‘Telemedicine’ application by 6 months.
Local network providers leave much to be desired yet the challenge must be met in order
to be effective.
Awareness Concert – Accra, Ghana – August 2019
 Remus is proud to convey it is currently organizing what we hope will be a very special
music concert in Ghana with local and well known International artists; further raising
much needed awareness of the Remus Health Programme.
 Local and International media will be on-hand, ensuring we reach a global audience!
 Planning and execution of the event will be in the region of 6 months – but has begun in
Earnest.
Oil & Gas Opportunities - $45 BN USD (Asset Value - Worst Case Estimate)
 African assets we have targeted have shown greater prospectivity than originally
envisaged with a combination of ‘Oil and Gas’ finds offshore in Kenya and Ghana.
 We have found a prospective asset in Mozambique and Remus will be incorporating and
setting up operations in Mozambique within 30th June 2019. Operations here will be
controlled from Kenya as part of our East African Hub strategy.
 We have begun discussions with ‘Schlumberger’ to assist us in carrying out independent
evaluations of our targeted ‘Oil Assets’ and validate our observations of potential



resources and reserves. These reserves will form a further part of Remus Assets to which
our auditors will duly register for 2019.
Our aim is to have all ‘8’ targeted assets on our books and audited before year end with
a clear statement of reserves and 3rd party validated asset values. This will of course drive
the continued rise in the intrinsic value of Remus Coin as the company moves forward; as
40% of those asset values are of course allocated to the Remus Coin.

Corporate Structure – Global Consideration
 Remus Corporation HK – HQ Incorporated July 2014
 Remus Health USA Inc – Incorporated March 2018
 Remus Corporation Ghana – Incorporated - Liaison Centre June 2018
 Remus Corporation Kenya – Incorporated - Liaison Centre July 2018
 Remus Corporation UK – Incorporated – G&G Technical Centre January 2019
 Remus Exploration Ghana – To be Incorporated April 2019
 Remus Corporation Mozambique – To be Incorporated May 2019
 Remus Corporation Philippines – Being Incorporated – completed May 2019
 Remus Corporation Mexico – To be Incorporated September 2019
By the end of 2019 Remus will have an active presence on 4 continents globally with access to
over 400 million Healthcare Users. This will be the platform from which we begin deploying our
Healthcare Programme. The challenges remain notable but we proceed with ambition, caution
and purpose.
Remus Coin – The Awareness & Sales Campaign
 9 weeks to go before the ‘Official Launch’ of Remus Coin with an incredible 21% gain in
price locked-in for 22nd April 2019.
 Investors will receive their ‘Electronic Wallets’ with access to the ‘Exchange’ in order to
trade their coins 2 weeks before the launch. Remus will provide Online Support 24/7 via
a live blog channel facilitating any related enquiries and or technical issues.
 We have ramped up our social media campaign to aid awareness in the public domain.
 A number of ‘Institutional Investors’ have been suitably prepped for significant purchases
at the ‘Official Launch’.
 The “Live Concert” in Ghana this August 2019 will we hope aid the intense awareness
campaign we are running. Remus aspires to be ubiquitous and synonymous in the idea
of Global Healthcare.
 We launched our Investor website on 13th February 2019: www.remusinvestments.com
 The Launch will last from 22/04/19 to 22/07/19 and we hope to reach our first target of
$150M USD sales by July 2019.
CEO’s Comments
2018 was the year in which we started making preparations and focused 80% of our resources
on pursuing Oil opportunities. A technically complex process with all the challenges of dealing
with National Governments and Ministries. Like it or not that will be the core of Remus activities
going forward as we seek to gather sufficient capital to fund our Healthcare Programme. We are
targeting having some $80BN USD of extractable assets on our accounts within the next 12

months. We are circa half way so I remain quietly confident. Should we achieve this outcome,
we then have the financial strength to deploy at will.
Managing our cashflow going forward whilst navigating fiscal and legal demands will always be a
challenge and we are examining how we can efficiently manage this with our financial advisors.
By definition this is also complex with at times lengthy timelines involved in meeting compliance
requirements. But again, it’s a journey and we will make it.
There will of course always be the skeptics, naysayers and scenics that continue to question
feasibility. I have personally encountered many in recent months. My answer to them is quite
simple…
” We welcome your support however if you cannot offer any kindly get out of our way….”.
7 years ago, we were an idea on a piece of paper, now we are a lot more than that. What we
offer Healthcare Users is much needed and welcomed in many countries to which we are proud
to assist. We will and must succeed.
Thank You
Sath Kanagarajah
CEO Remus Corporation
January 2019.

